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À Introduction
Sentiments are central to almost all human activities and are key influencers of individuals or organizations.
It is in the core of understanding sentiments expressed in the text. It groups opinions of written text into
positive, negative or neutral.
Several algorithms are there in grouping opinions into positive or negative or neutral. This study uses
clustering and lexicon based approaches to determine a suitable approach to performing Sentiment Analysis
in Tamil text using a corpus and lexicon.

Clustering is the task of grouping a set of objects in such a way that objects in the same group
are similar to each other with respect to certain features. There may be several clusters in a set of objects.

Bag of Words is the representation of the words by their counts appeared in a document.

Á Corpus and Lexicon
UJ_Corpus_Opinions corpus consists of reviews and comments with tags of positive/negative [Positive-
1518 and negative- 1173].
For example,
⊚ ப ஆ ட லா அ ெவ 😃ஆர பேமெரா பஅம களமா 😂😂😂
⊚ பட பா ைய கா , பா கா க ேவக ேவகமாக ஜ ஆவ ச ேற பல ன

UJ_Lex_BiPolar_Sentiments lexicon consists of words and emojis expressing sentiments with tags posi-
tive/negative [Positive- 820 and negative- 1237].
For example,
⊚ ப , ெப ய, ற த, ேகவல , ைறவான, எ ரான

Â Methodology
In this work three approaches are experimented: Lexicon based, K-means with BoW and K-modes with BoW. Approaches are trained and tested using UJ_Corpus_Opinions corpus taking 70% and the remaining 30%.

Algorithm 1 Lexicon based approach
Require: UJ_Lex_BiPolar_Sentiments lexicon(UJLexicon)

UJ_Corpus_Opinions (UJCorpus)
Ensure: Accuracy (Acc)

Step1: for each comment ∈ UJCorpus do
words ← tokenised comment

Step2: Initialise variables: pos, neg for positive
and negative polarity count with zero.

pos ← 0
neg ← 0

Step3: for each word ∈ words do
if word in UJLexicon then

if Polarity(word) is Positive:
pos← pos+1

else: neg← neg+1
Step4: polarity ← positive if pos>neg else negative
Step5: Acc← No. of correctly classified comments

Total no. of comments in the corpus × 100

Algorithm 2 K-means with BoW approach
Require: UJ_Corpus_Opinions (UJCorpus)
Ensure: Accuracy (Acc)

Step1: Split UJCorpus into training and testing sets
Step2: for each comment ∈ UJCorpus do

words ← tokenised comment
Step3: feature vector (BoW)
Step4: centroids ← K-means cluster (K=2) and

feature vector (train)
Step5: for each vector ∈ feature vector (test) do

distances ← euclidean(centroids, vector)
polarity ← Label of the centroid with minimum
euclidean distance

Step6: Acc← No. of correctly classified comments
Total no. of comments in the corpus × 100

K-modes with BoW approach: This approach is same as K-means with BoW approach but here instead of means mode is used.

Ã Results
Tests results of the three approaches:

Approach Accuracy
Lexicon based approach 57
K-means with BoW approach 61
K-modes with BoW approach 62

Ä Discussion and Conclusion
Lexicon based Sentiment Analysis approach gives low accuracy (57%) compared with other two models
due to the limited size of the lexicon. We are working on this to increase the accuracy of this approach by
enhancing lexicon. K-modes with BoW based approach achieved highest accuracy of 62%.

In K-means and K-modes approaches one centroid is used to represent positive class and the other one is used
to represent negative class. Each class contains the texts with different patterns thus, these two centroids
in both models failed to capture the patterns of the two classes. Increased number of cluster centers K can
be used to capture different patterns of text.
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